What if we supported the people and organisations who are making a difference?
What if we celebrated people and their journey because they inspire others to do the same?
What if by coming together in unison and harmony, we worked with each other to enhance the
global progress in making this world a happier place in which to live?
Self Discovery Community is where we support services that are needed to help people
grow in Freedom, Dignity, Independence and Equality.
How do we intend to do that?
For the last five and a half years Sara Troy has interviewed amazing people from around the
world who are making a positive difference in the lives of others. What makes these people so
extraordinary is that they have lived the journey that they are now sharing it with others. As a
result, they have the tools and skills to help others on their life’s journey.
The philosophy of Self Discovery’s radio shows is the sharing of authentic organic
conversations. Through truthful inspirations we invite people to seek the solutions to their and
apply to their lives.
Our aim is to present solutions and offer possibilities which serve our global community.
Sara saw the difference her guests were making and wanted to extend that wisdom with The
Orchard of Wisdom Shows by offering new and different ways to get their voices heard.
Sara started a collaborative EBook where her radio guests shared their stories. This has now
led to doing more books.
Collaborative Book Series

Sara is intending to publish more books under each genre covered by her radio guests which
will speak to their inspirations and the knowledge that their life’s discovery has given them.
For example, veterans will contribute a chapter in the book with a radio interview and that
book will be sold to raise funding for various veterans’ concerns. This will extend to All About
the Children, Mental Challenges, Autism, Health and Wellness and many more.
We will not stop there. We also want to support our own Self Discovery Directory that is
supported by the experts we have interviewed. These experts will also have their own
collaborative books raising even more awareness of their services.
Self Discovery Directory.
With so much wisdom, skills and expertise here on Self Discovery Radio, Sara wants to build a
directory called The Orchard of Wisdom Directory where it is possible to find knowledge
from people who have taken that path and are now helping others with their skills they learnt
because of it. You can hear them on one of our shows and even read about them in one of our
books. By doing that, you will be able to match your needs with their skills and expertise.
Vision for the Future.
We already have opportunity for full time radio hosts with their own show or part time series
hosting.
Although we are primarily a radio blogging (podcasting) network, we understand the need for
a visual You Tube presence. Thus, we will be extending out into video broadcasting which will
also be a podcast show for convenient listening.
I Invite you
What am I looking for?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collaborators who wish to align with us.
Builders who wish to help build the next phase.
Sponsors who wish to support the books and shows
Financial partners who believe in the process and have the skills to move forward
without compromising the message or meaning of the radio philosophy and Self
Discovery community network.

I am always referring to the village mentality. Each one in the village has their own gift which
they contribute to the growth of the village. They come together in times of need and in
celebration, and their combined strength enhances their community.
This is my village and I am inviting you to become a part of something that is both enriching
and abundant in knowledge. You can help take it to greater heights.
I would be delighted to connect with you and discuss all the possibilities so that we can support
each other while serving our global society.
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